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1 Introduction
$k$ good redcution ( $k$ )
.
$k=\mathbb{Q}$ . $k$
, Stroeker [St] , $k$ good reduction global minimal model
, $k$ 6 good reduction
. .
$k$ ,
- , $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}$ . $N(>0)$
, $\chi_{N}$ $N$ Kronecker . Neben-character $\chi_{N}$
2 newform $S_{2}^{0}(\Gamma_{0}(N), x_{N})$ $\mathbb{Q}-$ ,
$\mathbb{Q}$ abel $A$ ([Shiml]). $A$ $k=\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{N})$
$B\cross B’$ ( $B$ $k$ , $B’$ ) . $B$ $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}$
. $B$ $k$ good reduction (cf. [KM]), $B$ $\mathbb{Q}-$
curve* ([Shiml]). , Pinch [Pil] $\mathrm{F}_{arrow}^{}$ , $E$
good reduction $\mathbb{Q}$-curve , $E$ Shimura $k$ isogenous








$\bullet$ , good reduction ( $[\mathrm{C}\mathrm{o}],[\mathrm{K}\mathrm{i}1]$ )





$*\mathbb{Q}$-curve , $\overline{\mathbb{Q}}$ $E$ , $E^{\sigma}(\sigma\in \mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(\overline{\mathbb{Q}}/\mathbb{Q}))$ $\overline{\mathbb{Q}}$ isogenous
. $\mathbb{Q}$-curve , isnogeny .
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2[Shiml] , $N=29,37$ , $S_{2}(\Gamma_{\mathrm{o}(N}),$ $\chi_{N})$ $\mathbb{Q}-$ , Shimura
abel $A$ $N$ – , $A_{N}$ . $\eta$ $\frac{1}{\sqrt{N}}$
$k=\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{N})$ $A_{N}$ , Shimmura
$B_{N}=(1+\eta)A_{N}$ . $C_{1}:=B_{29,337}C:=B$ .
[Shio] , $C_{1}(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{29}))\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\Gamma \mathrm{s}\cong \mathbb{Z}/3\mathbb{Z},$ $C_{3}(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{37}))_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{S}\cong$
$\mathbb{Z}/5\mathbb{Z}$ . , $k$ good re-
duction ( Appendix ):
$N=29:C_{1},$ $C_{1}’$ , $C_{2}:=C_{1}/C_{1}(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{29}))_{\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{S}},$ $C_{2}’$ ;
$N=37:C_{3},$ $C_{4}:=C_{3}/C_{3}(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{37}))_{\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{S}}$ .
’ $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{29})$ . $C_{3},$ $C_{4}$ $j$ -invariant , [Shio],




$C_{1}$ $C_{1}’$ $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{29})$ 5 isogeny ,
([Kil], [Na] ):
$k=\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{N})(N=29,37)$ good reduction $k$ isogenous
. Pinch .
[Shiml] $S_{2}^{0}(\Gamma_{0}(41), \mathrm{x}_{4}’1)$ $\mathbb{Q}-$ , $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{41})$ Shimura
$B_{41}$ . [Shio] $B_{41}$ .





[Ki2] , $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{m})(m=2,3,47,94)$ ,
$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{m})(m=6,7,14)$ .
1 , 2 .
, $m=10,15,30,34,39,42,58,66,70,74,85$ , $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{65})$
.
, $S_{2}^{0}(\Gamma \mathrm{o}(N.), \chi_{N})$ ( $N$ $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{m})$ ) $\mathbb{Q}-$
([Shim2], , ).
case , $N=65$ $S_{2}^{0}(\Gamma 0(N), \chi_{N})$ $\mathbb{Q}-$ –
, $N=65$ ( , ). $\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{N})$
good reduction $\mathbb{Q}$-curve isogeny class , 1 2
, ( $\mathbb{Q}$-curve ) .
, Pinch .
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3: $F$ , $\mathcal{O}_{F},$ $\mathcal{O}_{F}^{\cross}$ $F$ , . $F$
, ’ .
$k=\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{N})(N=29,37)$ , $E$ $k$ good reduction . $k$
1 , $E$ model
$y^{2}+a_{1}xy+a_{3}y=x^{3}+a_{2}x^{2}+a_{4}x+a_{6},$ $a_{i}\in \mathcal{O}_{k}$
$\Delta$ . $\epsilon$ $k$ , $\Delta=\pm\epsilon^{n}(n\in \mathbb{Z})$ .
, $-6\leq n<6$ . $c_{4},$ $c_{6}\in \mathcal{O}_{k}$ ,
$c_{4}^{32}-c_{6}=1728\Delta$ , $k$ good reduction
, Mordell
$E_{n}^{\pm}$ : $y^{2}=x^{3}\pm 1728\epsilon^{n},$ $-6\leq n<6$
$(x, y)\in \mathcal{O}_{k}\cross \mathcal{O}_{k}$ , $x,$ $y$ $\mathcal{O}_{k}$ Weierstrass $c_{4},$ $c_{6}$
.
$E_{n}^{\pm}(\mathcal{O}_{k})=\{(x, y)\in \mathcal{O}_{k}^{2}|y^{2}=x^{3}\pm 1728\epsilon^{n}\}$ .
$E_{n}^{\pm}(\mathcal{O}_{k})arrow E_{n+6}^{\pm}(\mathcal{O}_{k})$ , $(x, y)-\succ(x\epsilon^{2}, y\epsilon^{3})$ ( )
, , $N_{k/\mathbb{Q}}(\epsilon)=-1$ ,
$E_{n}^{\pm}(\mathcal{O}_{k})arrow E_{6-n}^{\pm}(\mathcal{O}_{k})$ , $(x, y)\mapsto(x’\epsilon^{2}, y^{\prime 3}\epsilon)$
( , $n$ , )
.
$E_{n}^{+}(\mathcal{O}_{k})(n=0,1,2,3,5)$ , $E_{n}^{-}(\mathcal{O}_{k})(n=0,2)$
. $N=37$ , \S 4 ,
, :
$E_{0}^{\pm}(\mathcal{O}_{k})$ , $E_{3}^{+}(\mathcal{O}_{k})$ .
$\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{37})$ . $k=\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{37}),$ $\omega=(1+\sqrt{37})/2$





1 $k=\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{37})$ good reduction
.
model .
1 , , $k$ good reduction , $\Delta$
$E_{1}$ . $L=k(E_{1}[3]),$ $K=k(\sqrt[3]{\Delta})=\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt[3]{\epsilon}),$ $F=k(\sqrt{-3})$
. $k\subset K\subset FK\subset L$ ([Ser], P. 305, [Si], P. 98 ), Ne’ron-Ogg-
Shafarevich criterion ([Si], P. 184) $L/k$ 3 .
1 $E_{1}$ $\pi,$ $\pi’$ ordinary good reduction .
( ) ( ) $\mathfrak{p}=(\pi)$ $\mathfrak{p}=(\pi’)$ .
$K,$ $F$ : $\mathfrak{p}\mathcal{O}_{F}=\mathfrak{P}_{F}^{2}$ . $E$ $\mathfrak{p}$ supersingular reduction
. $\mathfrak{p}$ 2 ([Ser], \S 1.11, \S 2.2). $\mathfrak{p}$ $I\zeta$
$\mathfrak{p}\mathcal{O}_{K}=\mathfrak{P}_{K}^{2}\mathfrak{P}_{K}’$ ( $\mathfrak{P}_{K},$ $\mathfrak{P}_{K}’$ $I\zeta$ ideal) , $FI_{1^{\nearrow}}/M$ Galois
, $FK$ $\mathfrak{p}\#\mathrm{h}(\mathfrak{P}\mathfrak{P}’\mathfrak{P}’’)^{2}$ ( $\mathfrak{P},$ $\mathfrak{P}’,$ $\mathfrak{P}’’$ $FK$ ideal) .
$\mathfrak{P}_{F}$ $FK$ . $FK=F(\sqrt[3]{\epsilon})$ $F$ Kummer ,
Kummer ( [Fu], 4 , 24) , $\mathfrak{P}_{F}’$ $FK$
. $FK/F$ . $F$ 4
.
$E_{1}$ $k$ -rational 3 . $G=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(L/k)$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}_{2}(\mathrm{F}_{3})$
. $L$ $k$ $K$ , $G$ 3 . [Ser],
Proposition 15 , $G$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}_{2}(\mathrm{F}_{3})$ Borel subgroup , $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{L}_{2}(\mathrm{F}_{3})$




, $G=\mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}_{2}(\mathrm{F}_{3})$ . $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(L/K)$ $\mathrm{G}\mathrm{L}_{2}(\mathrm{F}_{3})$ 2-Sylow
, $E_{1}[3]$ ,
$\mathrm{G}\mathrm{a}1(L/K)=\langle\sigma, \tau\rangle,$ $\sigma=,$ $\tau=$
. 1 $E_{1}$ $\pi,$ $\pi’$ ordinary good reduction , [BK],
Proposition 5.6 , $\langle\sigma, \tau^{2}\rangle$ $I_{1^{\nearrow}}$
. KASH Version 17 , $K$ 1 (
Sparc station $\mathrm{S}\mathrm{S}4$ 10 ),
-El $k$-rational 3 ,
.
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2 $E_{1}$ $k$ good reduction ( ).
$E_{1}$ $k$-rational 3 .
, , $k$ 3-isogeny $f$ : $E_{1}arrow E_{2}$ .
$J(x)$
$J(x)= \frac{(x+27)(_{X}+3)^{3}}{x}$
, Pinch [Pi2] $E_{1},$ $E_{2}$ $j$ -invariant
$j(E_{1})=J(\tau_{1}),$ $j(E_{2})=J(\tau_{2}),$ $\tau_{1},$ $\tau_{2}\in K,$ $\mathcal{T}_{1}\mathcal{T}_{2}=36$
( Fricke modular curve $X_{0}(3)$ parameter
. cf. [Ha], [Um] $)$ . $E_{1},$ $E_{2}$ $k$ good reduction , $j(E_{i})\in \mathcal{O}_{k}$ ,
ideal $(j(E_{i}))$ ideal .
$\tau_{1}=\pi^{a}\pi’ub,$ $\tau_{2}=\pi^{6-a}\pi’6-b-u1,$ $a,$ $b=0,3,6,$ $u\in \mathcal{O}_{k}^{\cross}$
. , dual isogeny $\hat{f}$ : $E_{2}arrow E_{1}$ , $(a, b)=(\mathrm{O}, 0),$ $(0,3),$ $(0,6)$
$(3, 3)$ . $c_{4}$ $E_{1}$ ,
$j(E_{1})= \frac{c_{4}^{3}}{\Delta}=\frac{(_{\mathcal{T}_{1}+2}7)(\mathcal{T}_{1}+3)^{3}}{\tau_{1}}$ .
Setzer [Set] , j-invariant $0$ bad prime
, $c_{4}\neq 0,$ $\tau_{1}\neq-27,$ $\tau_{1}\neq-3$ . $(a, b)=(.0,0),$ $(0,3)$ $(3, 3)$ ,




. $(a, b)=(\mathrm{O}, 6)$ , $X=c_{4}\pi’/(\tau_{1}+3)(\neq 0),$ $u_{1}=\Delta,$ $u_{2}=\Delta/u$
$X^{3}=\pi’u_{1}33+\pi u_{2}$ (4)
. $u_{1},$ $u_{2}\in \mathcal{O}_{k}^{\cross}$ , $X\in \mathcal{O}_{k}$ .
2 (1), (2), (4) . (3) $X\neq 0$ .
( ) , (2) .




,$\pi^{2a}u_{3}^{2}+3\pi^{a}u_{3}+3=\pi^{3-a}u_{4},$ $u_{3},$ $u_{4}\in \mathcal{O}_{k}^{\cross},$ $0\leq a\leq 3$
. $a=0,1$ 3 . $a=2$
. norm ,
$N_{k/\mathbb{Q}}(u4)=\mathrm{R}_{k}/\mathbb{Q}(\pi 2u_{3})^{2}+(3+9Nk/\mathbb{Q}(u3))\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}_{k/}\mathbb{Q}(\pi 2u_{3})+(30+9Nk/\mathbb{Q}(u3))$
, $N_{k/\mathbb{Q}}(u3),$ $Nk/\mathbb{Q}(u4)=\pm 1$ 4 $\mathrm{n}_{k/\mathbb{Q}}(\pi^{2}u3)$
.






$((E_{0}^{+})^{(3}7)$ 37 quadratic twist) , rank $E_{0}^{+}(\mathbb{Q})=0$ 2-descent
, rank $(E_{0}^{+})^{()}37(\mathbb{Q})$ 2-descent .
$(E_{0}^{+})^{(3}7)$ Shafarevich-Tate ( ) 4 . , $(E_{0}^{+})^{(}\mathrm{s}7)$
$\mathbb{Z}[\frac{1+\sqrt{-3}}{2}]$ ,
$L((E_{0}^{+})^{(3}7)/\mathbb{Q},$ $1)=3.1941\ldots$
( SIMATH Version 310, $\mathrm{P}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}/\mathrm{G}\mathrm{P}$ Version 139, UPECS Version 14 )
, Coates-Wiles [CW] rank $E_{0}^{+}(\mathbb{Q})=0$ .
Liverance , Satg\’e [Sa] ( isogeny descent) rank $E_{0}^{+}(\mathbb{Q})=0$
. $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}\mathrm{I}[3]$ trivial .
2-descent , III[2] 4 .
Rubin [Rul , ( ) 4 .
3 $u_{1},$ $u_{2}$ $k$ , $A$ $k$ .
(a) $64u_{1}+u_{2}=A^{2}$ .
(b) $8u_{1}+u_{2}=A^{2}$




$(u_{1}, u_{2}, A)=(w, -w, 0),$ $(w^{232}\epsilon, w\mathcal{E}^{\prime 3}, \pm 42w),$ $(w^{2}\epsilon^{\prime 3}, w^{2}\epsilon^{3}, \pm 42w)$ $(w\in \mathcal{O}_{karrow}^{\cross})$
.
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( ) (a) [Is], Lemma 2.1 . (b) (a) . (c)
.
(d) $A\neq 0$ [CO], Proposition 2
$u_{1}=w^{2}..u_{0},$ $u_{2}=w^{2}u’0’ w,$ $u_{0}\in \mathcal{O}_{k}^{\cross},$ $\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}_{k/\mathbb{Q}(}u_{0})=X^{2},$ $x\in \mathbb{Z}$
. $u_{1}>0$ , $u_{0}=\epsilon^{n}(n\in \mathbb{Z})$ . [KT], Theorem 1 ,
$\mathrm{T}\mathrm{r}_{k/\mathbb{Q}}(\mathit{6}n)=x^{2}$ $x,$ $n$ $n=3,$ $x=\pm 42$ .
4 $E_{3}^{+}(\mathcal{O}_{k})=\{(-12\epsilon, \mathrm{o}),$ $(12(588-\mathcal{E}-3), \pm 3024(196+\epsilon-3))\}$ .
( ) $L=k(\sqrt{3\epsilon})$ ,
$\pm y+24\epsilon\sqrt{3\epsilon}=\mathit{6}^{m}1(a+b\sqrt{3\epsilon})^{3},$
$a,$ $b,$ $y\in \mathcal{O}_{k},$ $m=0,1$
. $m=1$ , $\pi^{2}$
. .
$m=0$ ,
$8\epsilon=b(a^{2}+\epsilon b^{2}),$ $\pm y=a(a^{2}+9\in b^{2})$ (5)
. (5) $\text{ }-\vee$ , $k$ $u>0$ $b=u,$ $2u,$ $4u$ $8u$
. $b=u,$ $4u,$ $8u$ 3(b), (c), (a) . $b=2u$
$( \frac{a}{2})^{2}=\epsilon u-1-\epsilon u2$ (6)
, 3(d) , (6) $u=1$ $u=\epsilon^{-2}$
. $(a, b)=(0,2),$ $(\pm 84,2\epsilon-2)$ , (5) , $y$
$y=0,$ $\pm 3024(196+\epsilon^{-3})$ .
5 $E_{0}^{-}(\mathcal{O}_{k})$ 15 :
$(12,0)$ , $(16, \pm 8\sqrt{37}),$ $(120, \pm 216\sqrt{37}),$ $(3376, \pm 32248\sqrt{37})$ ,
$(44+4^{\sqrt{37},+4}\pm(3200\sqrt{37})),$ $(44-4\sqrt{37},$ $\pm(320-40\sqrt{37}))$ ,
$(572+92\sqrt{37},$ $\pm(19040+3128^{\sqrt{37}})),$ $(\bm{5}72-92\sqrt{37},$ $\pm(19040-3128\sqrt{37}))$ .
( ) $L=k(\sqrt{-3})$ ,
$(\pm y+24\sqrt{-3})=\mathfrak{P}_{2^{2}\overline{\mathfrak{P}}^{\overline{a}}}^{a}223C$, $(a_{2},\overline{a}_{2})=(0,0),$ $(2,1)$
. , (2) $=\mathfrak{P}_{2}\overline{\mathfrak{P}}_{2}$ , $\mathfrak{P}_{2},$ $\overline{\mathfrak{P}}_{2}$ $L$ ideal.
$(a_{2},\overline{a}_{2})=(0,0)$ , 3 , $y=0$ .




, $L$ 4 ,
$4(\pm y+24\sqrt{-3})=\zeta^{n}(1+\omega-3\zeta)(a+b\zeta)^{3},$ $a,$ $b\in \mathcal{O}_{k},$ $n=0,$ $\pm 1$
.
$n=\pm 1$ . $n=0$ , ,
$-64=a^{3}-(\omega-2)a^{2}b-(\omega+1)ab^{2}-b^{3}$ , (7)
$\pm 4y-96=(\omega+1)a^{3}+9a^{2}b-3(\omega-2)ab2-(\omega+1)b^{3}$ (8)
, $[\mathrm{d}\mathrm{W}]$ , (7) 21 :
$(4, -4)$ , $(0,4),$ $(-4,0)$ ,
$(-3+\sqrt{37}, -2\sqrt{37}),$ $(-2\sqrt{37},3+\sqrt{37}),$ $(3+\sqrt{37}, -3+\sqrt{37})$ ,
$(-40-4\sqrt{37},8\sqrt{37}),$ $(8\sqrt{37},40-4^{\sqrt{37})},$ $(40-4\sqrt{37}, -40-4\sqrt{37})$ ,
$(-2,3+\sqrt{37}),$ $(-1-\sqrt{37}, -2),$ $(3+\sqrt{37}, -1-\sqrt{37})$ ,
$(-3+\sqrt{37},2),$ $(1-\sqrt{37}, -3+\sqrt{37}),$ $(2,1-\sqrt{37})$ ,
$(-19-3^{\sqrt{37},16}+2\sqrt{37}),$ $(16+2\sqrt{37},3+\sqrt{37}),$ $(3+\sqrt{37},$ $-19-3^{\sqrt{37})}$ ,
$(-16+2\sqrt{37},19-3\sqrt{37}),$ $(-3+\sqrt{37}, -16+2\sqrt{37}),$ $(19-3^{\sqrt{37},-3}+\sqrt{37})$ .
(8) , $y=0$ .
$E_{0}^{-}(k)=(E_{0}^{-})(37)(\mathbb{Q})$ rank 2 , 2-descent .
$E_{n}^{\pm}(\mathcal{O}_{k})(n=0,3,6,9)$ .
6 Q. E. D.
Kraus [Kr] , $(x, y)\in E_{n}^{\pm}(\mathcal{O}_{k})$ , $(\mathrm{c}_{4}, c_{6})=(x, y)$ Weierstrass
local . Kraus
$(16\epsilon^{-2}, -8\sqrt{37}\epsilon^{-3}),$ $(3376\epsilon-2,32248\sqrt{37}\epsilon^{-3})\in E_{-6}^{-}(\mathcal{O}_{k})$
, Shimura $C_{3}$ , $C_{4}$ .
Kraus , $Y^{2}=x^{3}-27Xx-54y$ $k$ Tate
algorithm . $(x, y)$
, 2 bad prime . Tate algorithm ,
$\mathrm{P}\mathrm{A}\mathrm{R}\mathrm{I}/\mathrm{G}\mathrm{P}$ Version 139
. SIMATH Version 3.10 , bug , .
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7 $N=29$








$(-4, \pm 8\mathit{6}^{2}),$ $(12\epsilon^{2},$ $\pm 8(1+\epsilon^{4})),$ $(-1+3\epsilon^{2},$ $\pm(9-28\epsilon)2)$ ,
$(-1+243\epsilon^{-2},$ $\pm(513-19684\epsilon-2))$










$N=29$ $C_{1}$ : $y^{2}+Xy+\epsilon y2=x3,$ $\Delta=-6^{10},$ $j=(5\epsilon-2)^{3}\epsilon-4$ ,
$C_{2}$ : $y^{2}+xy+\epsilon^{2}y=X^{3}-\bm{5}\epsilon^{2}x-(\epsilon 2+7\epsilon)4$ ,
$\Delta=-\epsilon^{14},$ $j=-(1+216_{\mathit{6}}2)^{3_{\mathit{6}}-}14$ ,
$N=37$ $C_{3}$ : $y^{2}- \epsilon y=X^{3}+\frac{3\epsilon+1}{2}x^{2}+\frac{11\epsilon+1}{2}x,$ $\Delta=\epsilon^{6},$ $j=2^{12}$ ,
$C_{4}$ : $y^{2}- \epsilon y=X+3\frac{3\epsilon+1}{2}X2-\frac{1669\epsilon+139}{2}x-7(5449\epsilon+451)$,
$\Delta=\epsilon^{6},$ $j=$ 33763.
, $C_{1}(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{29}))_{\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{S}}=\langle(0,0)\rangle\cong \mathbb{Z}/3\mathbb{Z},$ $C_{3}(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{37}))_{\mathrm{t}_{\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{S}}=\langle(.0,0)\rangle\cong$
$\mathbb{Z}/5\mathbb{Z}$ , $C_{2}(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{29}))_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\Gamma \mathrm{s}},$ $C_{4}(\mathbb{Q}(\sqrt{37}))\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{s}$ $\{O\}$ (cf. [Na], [Shio]).
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